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This Day I have received thirty nine volumes of the History including the one sent down by my neighbour. Bank. I have defied them for sixty thousand twenty dollars, accepting that any my right alone that may be found will be sent down the life of the peril volume makes a great break. In the effort, I apprehend, it tells of the peril part of the modern history of the North.

Wilmington June 18, 1768

John Dickinson
This Day I have received thirty nine volumes of the History including the one sent down by my neighbour Park, & have desired Wm. Evan Meredith to pay thee Twenty Dollars, expecting that any missing volume that may be found will be sent down -- The loss of the first volume makes a great Break in the Sett, as, I apprehend, it treats of the first part of the Modern History of the Order

Wilmington June 20th, 1788 John Dickinson
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